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China Macro Group (CMG) – a specialized research-based European consultancy focused on China

Profile Key expertise areas Our approach

Fact-based, rigorous and in-depth
research and analysis

Interdisciplinary and cross-
cultural team

On-the-ground presence and 
engagement with Chinese 

experts

China competency at the core: 
language, economic/political

system, historic context

• CMG is an agile, diverse and 
partnership-led European 
boutique consultancy with 
specialization in applied China 
research and analysis

• CMG serves European MNCs, 
SMEs, the public sector as 
well as investors

• It focuses on China’s policy, 
market and China-related 
international affairs

• CMG operates with offices in 
Zurich, Munich and Beijing

Financial system, market and policies

• Financial opening-up, Green Finance, FinTech 

Trade and foreign (economic) policies

• RCEP/CPTPP, trade promotion, Belt-and-Road

Economic policies and market reforms

• SOE reform, market access, SSSR, tax system

Social and environmental policies

• Silver economy, Hukou reform, carbon trading

Industrial, S&T and talent policies

• Guidance funds, MIC25, int. S&T cooperation



Your «China strategy agenda»

China strategy
review

Strategic 
resilience

HQ-subsidiary

▪ Reviewing your China strategy in the context of policy trends under Chinas’ 14th Five-Year-Plan

▪ Providing outside view on your markets in China – market/tech trends, competitive dynamics and policy impacts

▪ Devising functional strategies (IR/Comms, Public/Gov. Affairs, HR, L&C, IT, etc.) and providing benchmarking/intelligence

CMG value proposition – tailored to your needs, complementing your internal capabilities, actionable

Sound
decisions

▪ Preparing internal logic for internal cross-functional action protocols for dealing with risks related to «Taiwan issue»

▪ Analyzing potential key disruptive events for scenario planning and stress-testing of operational resilience

▪ Managing political risks in doing business in the Chinese market – due diligence, communication and compliance

▪ Facilitating cross-cultural interactions between HQ and China subsidiary to align on challenges and risk perceptions

▪ Establishing joint monitoring process of market and policy trends for alignment between HQ and China subsidiary

▪ Providing input on China’s political and economy system and curating baselining workshop on beliefs and concerns

▪ Supporting decisions or negotiations with stakeholder/interest analysis, decision frameworks and strategy building

▪ Preparing accessible and relevant market, policy or stakeholder intelligence to infrom your strategies and decisions

▪ Negotiating on your behalf with Chinese partners – businesses or subnational governments – for sustainable solutions

Please reach out to us for queries – we are happy to understand your needs and explore how we could support you
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“Taiwan issue”: Conflicting interests and declared ambitions make for a real geostrategic conundrum…
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• «Reunification» as only 
way to «… foil the
attempts of external 
forces to contain China, 
and to safeguard the 
sovereignty, security, 
and development
interests of our country.» 
(TW 2022 White Paper)

• Allowing Beijing to break 
the US «island chain
strategy» of containing 
China

PRC view Taiwan viewUS view

Strategic 
considera-

tions

• Preserve TW’s political 
and economic autonomy
(no «vital» US interest)

• Effective US-led 
deterrence (remain 
dominant regional 
stakeholder, preserve US 
credibility in the region)

• Peace and stability in 
region, also with regards 
to supply chains 
(semiconductors)

• Preserve political and 
economic autonomy

• Keep international 
support for own «cause»

Interest in 
status quo

• Safeguard option to 
«unify» at some point

• Keep option for a peaceful 
solution, i.e. prevent China’s 
option of unification through 
force, or deterrence

• Keep de facto 
independence and 
democratic system

Declared
objective

• «Peaceful reunification» 
of Taiwan with the PRC as
«historic task» part of
China’s «national 
rejuvenation»

• Preserve peace and 
stability until a peaceful 
solution can be found 
that considers «the 
wishes and best 
interests of Taiwanese»

• ROC already a de facto
sovereign country, 
leaders see their 
responsibility in 
preserving this autonomy 
and democracy

Source: The Economist (2017)

The Taiwan Strait – a link in the 1st island chain

Against this backdrop, however, no actor has a real interest in changing the status quo at the moment, or at any cost



• Further deterioration of

US-China relations, but 

Xi-Biden call on 28th July 

‘22 prevented further

escalation

• Space for China to

peacefully solve the

«Taiwan issue» seems to

shrink

• Growing pressure esp. 

for Western and APAC 

nations to take position

• Visit triggers dynamics

that raise tensions across

all variables and 

«normalizes» conflictual

behavior, esp. military

drills by China and senior

US and other Western 

delegation visits

… for which Pelosi’s visit to Taiwan in mid August 2022 set in motion negative dynamics for all variables
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• Visit in Taiwan by Speaker of US House of

Representatives, Nancy Pelosi

− 1st Speaker visiting TW since Newt 

Gingrich in 1997

• Chinese government with forceful yet restrained

reaction against backdrop of 20th Party 

Congress:

− Unprecedented, broad 3-day and 

encircling military exercises with several

«firsts»: missiles over TW and into Japan’s

Exclusive Economic Zone, warships

crossing median line and exercises closer

than ever to TW territorial waters

− Suspension/cancellations of several

bilateral dialogues with US

− Trade sanctions on TW goods (e.g. sand) 

and reducing people-to-people ties

− Aggressive MFA messaging and FM Wang 

Yi avoids meeting with Blinken and 

Hayashi in ASEAN

− Sanctions on Pelosi and her family

What happened

• China

− China consistent with its deterrence paradigm

− Opportunity for realistic military exercises

• US

− An increasingly loud debate on merits of maintaining 

“strategic ambiguity” as policy, as well as on the

meaningfulness of Pelosi’s visit

− Bipartisan dynamic yielding some positive legislative 

spill-overs and wins for Biden (e.g. Build Back Better)

• Taiwan

− Despite some caution by Taiwanese government, most

Taiwanese seem positive about Pelosi’s visit

− Augmented international visibility of TW issue

• Other countries

− Japan and other G7 countries openly criticize China’s

reactions, but don’t comment Pelosi visit

− Some countries with a pro-Taiwan policy will further

step up, e.g. Estonia or UK

− ASEAN and the UN call for adherence to «One China 

policy», but most countries silent on issue

Evaluation Implications
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TW inhabited by indigenous peoples 
for up to 15,000 years

Indigenous peoples and first
CN and foreign settlers

• Indigenous Taiwanese:
Austronesian peoples inhabited
Taiwan for thousand of years, 16 
distinct indigenous tribes
officially recognised by Taiwan 
government today

• Some small-scale settlements
before 12th century: Set up by
Chinese fishermen and Chinese 
and Japanese pirates

• Dutch and Spanish settlers: First 
foreign occupation by Dutch
East India Company in 1624 and 
by Spanish forces in 1626

• Ming in Southwestern Taiwan 
(1661-1683): Zheng Chenggong, 
a commander of declining Ming 
dynasty, defeats Dutch and 
establishes the Tungning
Kingdom, a base from which he 
seeks to re-take the mainland

• Under Qing (1683-1895): Qing 
forces quash Tungning in 1683 –
TW henceforth administered as 
part of Fujian Province, 
becoming a backwater until 
1880s, when TW is made a 
province, integrated into the 
empire, actively ruled by Qing 
governor 

Japanese Colonial 
Rule

• Japanese
administration (1895-
1945): Japanese
colonial rule begins
with hand-over of
Taiwan to Japanese in 
Treaty of Shimonoseki 
after Sino-Japanese War

• Republic of Taiwan 
(1895): In the chaos of
the handover, local
leaders proclaim a 
Republic, lasting only
ten days before being
quashed by Japan

1895: TW ceded 
to Japan

Taiwan historically administered as part of «One China» (TW and Mainland) under the Qing and ROC, but never under the PRC

1683: Qing forces 
occupy TW

Chinese dynastic
administrations

KMT rule Taiwan as part of the
Republic of China (ROC)

• Cairo Conference (1943): US and 
UK leaders concur with the
Kuomintang, i.e. the Chinese 
Nationalist Party, that TW should
be returned to China after WW2

• KMT administration in Chongqing 
during Chinese civil war (1945-
1949): TW part of KMT-governed
ROC, claiming to be the rightful
government of «One China»

• KMT administration (1949-1990s): 
KMT forces (some 1.5M people) 
retreat to TW, nominally vowing to
re-take the mainland once it has
regained its strength

1945: TW handed over to KMT government 
of the Republic of China

Democratic govern-
ment transitions

• KMT & DPP democratically
elected administrations
(1996 – today): After going
through a democratization
process in 1990s, ROC is
now ruled by a popularly
elected government

• Although its official name
remains Republic of China 
(ROC / (中華民國), it is
frequently referred to just 
as «Taiwan»

• TW is a de facto sovereign
state, however, it is not 
officially recognized by the
UN and most countries

2000: First government 
transition via popular elections

9

Historic: Taiwan is governed as a de facto sovereign state, but not officially recognized by most countries



“One China 
Policy”

“One China 
Policy”

“1992 
Consensus” 
(DPP view)

“1992 
Consensus” 
(KMT view)

“One China 
Principle”

“1992 
Consensus” 
(PRC view)
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• “Taiwan is an inalienable part of China and the PRC 
government is the sole legitimate government representing
the whole of China” – PRC Ministry of Foreign Affairs, 2022

• “The ‘1992 Consensus’ embodies the ‘One China Principle’ 
and defines the fundamental nature of Cross-Strait 
relations.” – Xi Jinping, 2017

• The US “recognizes the PRC as the sole legal government
of China” and “acknowledges the Chinese position that
there is but one China and Taiwan is part of China ”            
– US-PRC Joint-Communiqué 1979

Views on “One China” Official language and positions Other “One China” policies …

• “Recognizes the People’s Republic as the sole government of 
China [but,] [this] does not prevent the EU from persisting 
and intensifying our cooperation with Taiwan, nor from 
expressing our concerns at the recent rising tensions.”             
– J. Borrell, EU High Rep. for Foreign Affairs, 2022

Political: Most countries recognize the PRC as China’s sole government, while remaining ambiguous about TW

• Since becoming President of Taiwan ROC, DPP’s Tsai Ing-wen 
has not endorsed the “1992 Consensus” – remaining 
ambiguous about her position on “One China”

• “1992 Consensus” continues to be endorsed by KMT leaders, 
who define it as an agreement on the existence of “One China, 
with respective interpretations”, meaning disagreement of the 
legitimate government on that “One China”

EU

USA

Taiwan

PRC

• “The government of the Republic of South Africa recognizes 
that there is but one China in the world, the government of 
the People's Republic of China is the sole legal government 
representing the whole of China and recognizes China's 
position that Taiwan is an inalienable part of China.”
– SA-PRC Joint-Communiqué 1998

South
Africa

• “The Australian Government recognizes the Government of 
the People’s Republic of China as sole legal Government of 
China, acknowledges the position of the Chinese 
Government that Taiwan is a province of the People’s 
Republic of China.” – AUS-PRC Joint-Communiqué 1972

Australia

… range from vaguely “acknowledging” China’s territorial claim…

… to full endorsement of China’s position…

• “The Australian Government strongly supports the 
development, on an unofficial basis, of economic and 
cultural relations with Taiwan. Australia supports Taiwan’s 
participation in international organisations and conferences 
where appropriate.” – Australian Department of Foreign 
Affairs website

• “South Africa recognises the People's Republic of China but 
continues to conduct constructive relations with Taiwan.” 
– Statement by Mandela, 1996

… while maintaining unofficial ties to Taiwan

The various – often ambiguous – “One China” policies have so far allowed for relatively stable decades
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Positions diverge on three key variables: There is only one China
The PRC is China’s sole legal government

Taiwan is thus part of the PRC

...with these three configurations: = PRC’s One China Principle
= most states’ One China Policies

= KMT view of 1992 Consensus
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Political: Very few and small countries maintain official diplomatic ties with TW today
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14 countries remaining with official diplomatic ties to Taiwan (Republic of China) Full membership in very few key IGOs

Word Trade Organization

Asia-Pacific Economic Cooperation

Asian Development Bank

Full membership in only 3 key
Intergovernmental Organizations (IGOs)

Full membership in 40+ less prominent IGOs

Before UN’s recognition of PRC as official representative of China in 1971, 68 countries had diplomatic relations with ROC (Taiwan)



Economic: co-dependencies create both vulnerabilities and resilience in Cross-Strait relations
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…illustrating Taiwan’s economic dependence on the mainland…

… at the same time, China depends on TW for high-tech electronics

• Export dependence

— Since 2004, the mainland has been TW’s top export market

— In 2021, exports to the mainland (incl. HK/MC) accounted for 42.3%

• Agriculture

— Agriculture exports to China (20% of total exports to PRC) make TW vulnerable to unilateral 
trade sanctions (cf. Beijing’s measures after the Pelosi visit)

• Integrated Circuits

— Chips make up a big part of bilateral trade (28.6% of TW imports from China (excl. HK/MC) 
and 62% of exports in 2021)

• China remains an important investment destination

— TW FDI flows to mainland peaked in 2010 in absolute terms (US$14.6bn, 84% of total OFDI)

— By 2021, dropped to 1/3 (33% of all OFDI); however, 55% of TW FDI stock is still in China

• Companies try to diversify

— From 2010-2021 TW investment flows to rest of Asia climbed from 8% to 44%, but «leaving
China» is difficult for firms due to existing supply chains and manufacturing ecosystems

• In response to Pelosi’s visit, the Chinese Customs suspended imports of citrus fruits and 
fish (most orchards are in the South), but no measures were imposed on semiconductors

• These retaliatory measures show that the Chinese government targeted DPP strongholds
in the south of Taiwan, without inflicting harm on the PRC’s own interests

• With the US still limiting high-tech exports to China, this tech dependence acts as a form 
of technological deterrence for harsher measures that would hit TW high-tech electronics
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PRC’s reliance on Taiwanese chips is – for now – a “silicon shield” for Taipei from more severe trade or military measures by Beijing
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Beijing’s position: “Reunification” as “historic task” with a “peaceful resolution” as the “basic guidance”…

14

PRC Anti-Secession Law

• Article 8 sets out provisions 
for China to use non-
peaceful means and other 
necessary measures if TW 
were to officially attempt 
to secede or if all 
possibilities for a peaceful 
“reunification” would be 
completely exhausted

2005

PRC National Security Law

• Domestically oriented, this 
PRC law codifies that any 
activities by Chinese people 
or organizations including 
“compatriots from Taiwan” 
failing to uphold national 
sovereignty and territorial 
integrity are seen as threat 
to national security

2015

Xi Jinping’s address the 
19th Party Congress

• By linking “the historic 
task” of achieving China’s 
reunification to national 
rejuvenation, Xi has set as 
an implicit deadline at 
2049, when the PRC marks
its centenary

20171982

Constitution of the PRC

• Defines TW as a “part of 
the sacred territory of 
the People's Republic of 
China” and stresses 
“reunification” as a 
“great task” of all 
Chinese people 
“including our 
compatriots in TW”

• Introduced “peaceful 
reunification” as Beijing’s basic 
guideline policy (i.e., keeping a 
military solution only as a last 
resort) and proposed a “One 
Country, Two Systems” principle 
which would give TW a high 
degree of autonomy and vowing 
that national government would 
not intervene in TW’s local affairs

1978/9

Third Plenum of the 11th Central 
Committee in 1978

Key historical pillars of the PRC’s Taiwan policy throughout the reform era continue to shape Beijing’s stance today

Deng Xiaoping sets “peaceful 
reunification” as the baseline of 

Beijing’s Taiwan policy

Defines “reunification” as 
a “great task” of “all 

Chinese people”

Legal basis for PRC to use 
non-peaceful means to

prevent TW independence

Applies a national security 
logic to any pro-Taiwan 
independence activities

Sets 2049 as an implicit 
deadline for the ”historic 

task of reunification”

Despite some tweaks to Beijing’s Taiwan policy, its core positions and principles have remained largely the same over time



… however, the Chinese leadership is increasingly unwilling to accept a lack of progress on “reunification”

Changing of 
key 

definitions

• Definition of “pro-TW independence activities” expanded to 
include basically any efforts to decrease ties, reliance or 
connections between TW and PRC

• Tighter definition of the “status quo”, namely that TW is an 
inalienable part of China, and that the PRC is the sole legal 
government representing this China

Amending 
of the 
“1C2S”

Leveraging 
of China’s 
growing 
political, 
economic 

and military 
power

• Increasing use of multi-dimensional coercion against TW to force 
Cross-Strait relations in Beijing’s favor:

o Political: Blocking TW’s access to international organizations 
such as the World Health Assembly, top-level WHO organ 

o Economic: Pressuring TW firms and their leaders operating 
in the PRC, if supporting the DPP, e.g. with funding

o Military: Near-daily entrances of PLA aircrafts into TW’s air 
defense identification zone (ADIZ) and use of other “gray 
zone” tactics (i.e. coercive actions short of armed conflict 
but beyond normal diplomatic, economic or other means)

• Based on latest PRC white-paper on Taiwan (cf. next slide), Beijing 
adjusts its promises for the post-“reunification” period

• Effectively, this amounts to a substantive change of the “One 
Country, Two Systems” (1C2S) principle, influenced by Beijing's 
learnings from pro-democracy movement in HK since 2014

Beijing’s TW-policy shifts under Xi Jinping since 2016… … are a response to and source of entrenching positions on all sides

• China is responding more resolutely to perceived pro-
independence transgression by both TW and the US

• Beijing now increasingly equates a lack of progress on 
“reunification” with advancement of TW’s independence

• Accuses TW and US of unilaterally changing the status quo, 
thus undermining stability in the TW Strait

• TW public approval of “peaceful unification” declined from 
22.7% to 11.8% since the “crackdown” on HK protests in 
2019 – which has likely been influenced by changes to 1C2S

• BJ has since retracted on its promise to refrain from 
interfering in Taiwan’s domestic politics after “peaceful 
reunification”, likely making this prospect even less popular

• Push-back from Western countries against Beijing’s 
perceived raised assertiveness after 2016, especially from 
the US, that vow to strengthen economic, cultural and 
military ties with TW

• International companies re-evaluating their business 
operations and supply chains in China and TW, because an 
escalation in the TW Strait is no longer a far-off possibility, 
but is being seen as a real pressing concern now

In Beijing: 
Zero tolerance 

approach

In Taipei:
Growing 

disapproval of 
“peaceful 

unification”

In the “West”: 
Push-back and 

growing 
concerns

15Decreasing popularity of “peaceful unification” in TW is both a reason for and a result of Beijing’s tougher stance on Taiwan



‘Basic guidelines’ remain in name, but new 3rd TW White Paper – unlike 2nd – shows altered urgency and resolve

Basic guideline

Post-peaceful 
unification 
promises

2022 White-Paper (third one)

• Resolve political differences and exchange views on basis 
of “One China Principle” and “1992 Consensus”

• Work with all parts of Taiwan’s society to explore an 
“innovative 1C2S” principle

• Emphasize common glorious destiny and economic and 
social benefits of “reunification” for Taiwan

• Seek an “innovative 1C2S” principle (i.e. learning from 
experience in HK) on the premise that the “Two 
Systems” are subordinate to the “One Country”

• As long as “China’s national sovereignty, security and 
development interests” are respected:

− TW permitted to “maintain a different social 
system” with “high-degree of autonomy in 
accordance with law” as a “SAR”

− “The way of life of TW compatriots will be fully 
respected and private property, religious beliefs, 
lawful rights and interests of citizens protected”

• TW compatriots who support “reunification” will – after 
“reunification” – be “masters in their home” (当家作主)

What changed

• Basic guidelines of China’s
approach remain the
same, while details have
changed and the tone has
become more assertive

• The overall urgency for
the completion of
«reunification» outweighs
talk about «peaceful
reunification»

• In the 2022 white-paper, 
«1C2S» is clearly defined
as subordinating TW’s
autonomy to the PRC

• Furthermore, Beijing now
vows to let «patriots» rule
TW after «reunification» 

• Promises regarding
political and legal 
autonomy from the 1993 
white-paper have all but 
disappeared

• “Peaceful reunification and One Country, 
Two Systems” (reserving the right to use
military force)

• 1C2S: “Two co-existing systems” with a high 
degree of autonomy as part of a unified 
Chinese state“

• “High-degree of autonomy”:

− Administrative, legislative, independent 
judicial and final adjudication rights

− Autonomy over party, government, 
military, economic, financial matters

− PRC will not send troops or government 
personnel to TW

− Unofficial exchanges with foreign 
governments can continue

1993 White-Paper (first one)

• Resolve “Taiwan issue” through peaceful 
negotiations on basis of “One China Principle”

• Actively promote development of Cross-Strait 
relations through people-to-people, economic, 
cultural and other exchanges

• Finding a solution acceptable for both sides

• “Peaceful reunification and One Country, Two Systems” 
(reserving the right to use military force)

“Reunification” 
approach

16Beijing’s willingness to negotiate a solution where Taiwan retains its democratic system and genuine autonomy is dwindling



Xi Jinping reiterates the PRC’s fundamental position in his political report to the 20th Party Congress

17

General Secretary of the CCP, Xi Jinping, delivering his 
political report to the 20th Party Congress on the 16th

October 2022 in the Great Hall of the People in Beijing

“The compatriots on both sides of the Taiwan Strait are connected by blood, and they are a 
family whose blood is thicker than water. We have always respected, cared for, and benefited 
Taiwan compatriots, and continued our commitment to promoting Cross-Strait economic and 
cultural exchanges and cooperation, deepening Cross-Strait integration and development in 
various fields, and improving systems and policies to enhance the well-being of Taiwan 
compatriots. Taiwan is China's Taiwan. 

Solving the Taiwan issue is the Chinese people's own business, and it is up to the Chinese 
people to decide. We insist on the prospect of peaceful reunification with the greatest sincerity 
and our best efforts, but we will never promise to give up the use of force and reserve the option 
of taking all necessary measures. This is aimed at the interference of external forces and the very 
few "Taiwan independence" separatists and their separatist activities, by no means aimed at the 
majority of Taiwan compatriots. 

The historical wheels of national reunification and national rejuvenation are rolling forward, 
and the complete reunification of the motherland must be realized and it will be realized!”                                  

--- Xi Jinping, General Secretary CCP

«坚持贯彻新时代党解决台湾问题的总体方略，坚定不移推进祖国统一大业。我们始终尊重、关爱、造福
台湾同胞，继续致力于促进两岸经济文化交流合作，推动两岸共同弘扬中华文化，促进两岸同胞心灵契
合。解决台湾问题是中国人自己的事，要由中国人来决定。我们坚持以最大诚意、尽最大努力争取和平
统一的前景，但决不承诺放弃使用武力，保留采取一切必要措施的选项，这针对的是外部势力干涉和极
少数“台独”分裂分子及其分裂活动，绝非针对广大台湾同胞。国家统一、民族复兴的历史车轮滚滚向前，
祖国完全统一一定要实现，也一定能够实现!»

Not ruling out the use of force as ‘last resort’ to solve the “Taiwan issue” last mentioned at a Party Congress in 2002 (16th PC)
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US’ Taiwan policy: recent adjustments of US policy under Trump and Biden…

19

Growing support under Trump to adjust the US’ Taiwan policy…

Overall: Continued support for Taiwan under Biden, with unclear signals

• Apr 2021: New «contact guidelines» for officials to meet more freely, that 
reflect «our deepening unofficial relationship»

• Feb 2022: Ambitious Indo-Pacific Strategy («work with partners to maintain 
peace and stability»), with Kurt Campbell as Coordinator for the Indo-Pacific

• Several deliberate or mistaken faux pas by Biden, subsequently retracted:

− Aug 2021: «Sacred commitment to Art. 5 that if in fact anyone were to 
invade or take action against our NATO allies, we would respond. Same 
with Japan, with South Korea, with – Taiwan.» (ABC interview)

− Oct 2021: «Are you saying the US would come to Taiwan’s defense if 
China attacked?», Biden: «Yes, we have acommitment to do that» (CNN 
Town Hall with A. Cooper)

− May 2022: «Are you willing to get involved militarily to defend Taiwan, if 
it comes to that?», Biden: «Yes» (Kishida press conference)

• Dec 2022: Taiwan Enhanced Resilience Act (TERA) adopted as part of the new 
National Defense Authorization Act (NDAA) for FY23, including $10bn in 
financing and grants for security assistance to TW over the next five years

… and largely continued by Biden, challenging «strategic ambiguity»

«Taiwan is a vibrant democracy and reliable partner of the 
Unites States, and yet for several decades the State 
Department has created complex internal restrictions to 
regulate our diplomats, service members, and other officials’ 
interactions with their Taiwanese counterparts. The United 
States government took these actions unilaterally, in an 
attempt to appease the Commmunist regime in Beijing. No 
more. I am lifting all of these self-imposed restrictions.» 

(then State Secretary Mike Pompeo, Jan 9 2021, 11 days 
before transition to Biden administration)

Scott Pelley «Would US forces defend the island?», Joe Biden: «Yes, 
if in fact there was an uprecedented attack», Pelley: «So unlike
Ukraine, to be clear, sir, U.S. Forces, U.S. men and women would
defend Taiwan in the event of a Chinese invasion?», Biden: «Yes.» 

(US President Joe Biden, Sept 18 2022, on CBS ‘60 Minutes’)

Overall: More explicit support for Taiwan under Trump

• Dec 2, 2016: Phone call of Donald Trump with ROC President Tsai Ing-wen, 
the first call of a US president or president elect since 1979

• Internal policy review of existing «contact guidelines» to demonstrate
more visible support for TW (cf. quote Pompeo), prompted Beijing to
respond (OpEd in GlobalTimes) that Washington was «pushing the Taiwan 
question deeper down the road of no return»

• More public and private visits by US and TW officials, e.g. Tsai in US 2019, 
passing of the 2018 Taiwan Travel Act and the 2021 Taiwan Assurance Act 
that urges and legitimizes regular arms sales

US’ perception of the PRC’s higher urgency under Xi since 2016 to achieve progress on the TW issue drives this policy adjustment



… however, the Biden administration is – so far – still officially sticking to the policy of “strategic ambiguity” 
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Washington’s «One China» policy remained largely unchanged…

Key positions on Taiwan – the US…

• … recognizes that the PRC is the «sole legal government of China» 

• … «acknowledges» the Chinese position that there is but one China and    

Taiwan is part of China

• … recognizes that the question of Taiwan is China’s internal affair

• … rejects any use of force to settle the dispute

• … maintains cultural, commercial, and other ties with TW, carried out 

through the American Institute in TW (AIT)

• … commits to selling arms to TW for self-defense only

• … will maintain the ability to come to TW’s defense, while not actually

committing to doing so («dual deterrence», both Beijing and Taipei)

…with «strategic ambiguity» ensuring stability in the Taiwan Strait

«The United States remains committed to our «one China» policy, which is
guided by the Taiwan Relations Act, the three Joint Communiques, the Six 
Assurances. We oppose any unilateral change to the status quo from either
side; we do not support Taiwan independence; and we expect Cross-Strait
differences to be resolved by peaceful means.»

«We continue to have an abiding interest in peace and stability across the
Taiwan Strait. We’ll continue to uphold our commitments under the Taiwan 
Relations Act to assist Taiwan in maintaining a sufficient self-defense
capability…» 

«We enjoy a strong unofficial relationship with Taiwan, a vibrant democracy
and leading economy in the region. We’ll continue to expand our
cooperation with Taiwan on our many shared interests and values, support 
Taiwan’s meaningful participation in the international community, deepen
our economic ties, consistent with our «one China» policy.»

«The Administration’s Approach to the People’s
Republic of China»
Speech by US Secretary of State Antony Blinken, 26 May 2022

«Strategic ambiguity»

The Taiwan Relations Act (1979) provides a US president with the option of
going to war to protect TW, without providing a full and explicit security
guarantee (hence «ambiguity») suggesting to …

• … «consider any effort to determine the future of Taiwan by other than 
peaceful means, including by boycotts or embargoes, a threat to the peace 
and security of the Western Pacific Area and of grave concern to the US.»

• … «maintain the capacity of the US to resist any resort of force or other
forms of coercion that would jeopardize the security, or the social or
economic system of the people on Taiwan.»

However, in context of US-China rivalry, Beijing perceives US’ position as increasingly unambiguous, esp. arms sales and Pelosi visit



US foreign establishment with increasingly bipartisan demands for more “strategic clarity” and support for TW

Richard Haass
President of the
Council on Foreign
Relations (CFR)

Ryan Hass
Senior Fellow at Brookings, 
former Director for China, 
Taiwan and Mongolia at US NSC

Strategic clarity

• «Strategic ambiguity… is unlikely to
deter an increasingly assertive, risk-
tolerant, and capable China»

• «Strategic clarity» to bolster
deterrence

• «Consistent with the ‘one China’ 
policy» under the Taiwan Relations Act

• «ultimate status of Taiwan shall
remain open»

• «doubts regarding US reliability have
grown in recent years» (Afghanistan, 
Russia/Ukraine)

• «the US should refrain from symbolic
steps that Beijing would interpret as
precursors to a ‘one China, one Taiwan’ 
policy»

• In case of failure to respond forcefully
to a Chinese attack, «allies such as
Australia, Japan and South Korea would
likely accommodate China or seek to
become strategically self-reliant»

More action, less rhetoric

• Tensions are a “product of a strategic dilemma 
with a military component, and not a military 
dilemma with a military solution»

• «Washington and Taipei must ensure credible
deterrence, but do so in a manner that limits
risk of precipitating attack on Taiwan» 

• «This requires steadily and discreetly
strengthening defensive capabilities, as
opposed to flashily and publicly attempting to
integrate Taiwan into a US defense perimeter
against the PRC»

• «Any public declaration of a shift in American 
policy to offer ‘strategic clarity’ could invite
the very outcome that America’s strategy is
designed to prevent»

• «I would like to see US do more and say less in 
its efforts to preserve peace and stability in the
Taiwan Strait»

• «it would serve America’s interests to re-
establish reliable channels with Beijing for
addressing differences over Taiwan»

Bob Menendez
Senator (D-N.J.), Chairman 
of Senate Foreign Relations 
Committee

Stand with Taiwan (cf. TPA)

• «Put in place a new and more resilient 
strategy for TW while there is still time»

• US needs «less ambiguity to guide our 
approach to Taiwan»

• «the moral and strategic case for 
standing with Taiwan, whose people 
share our interests and our values, 
could not be clearer»

• The (bipartisan) Taiwan Policy Act 
(TPA) of 2022 (later became TERA) 

− $4.5bn in security assistance and 
recognize TW as ‘major non-NATO ally’

− strengthen TW participation in IOs and 
trade agreements (IPEF)

− concrete steps to counter China’s 
aggressive influence campaigns

− upgrading the level of future “US reps to 
TW” by requiring senate approval 

• Dec 23: President Biden signed into law 
the NDAA, with the TERA including 
parts of the TPA, but not the most 
controversial parts

Rand Paul
Senator (R-Ky)

Strategic caution

• In response to the Taiwan 
Policy Act: «This is not a 
time to radically change
long-standing policy … 
without an appreciation of
the consequences that may
follow.»

• Sen. Brian Schatz (D-Hawaii), 
is concerned that the
«symbols of sovereignty» 
that the TPA would grant TW 
make him question
«whether we’re getting
something out of these
provocative judgments» that
may «irritate the Chinese»

21Ahead of mid-term and 2024-full elections, the Biden administration won’t see political upside in taking a less belligerent position
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EU’s renewed focus on engagement with Taiwan is part of broader recalibration of its policy towards the PRC

23

EU’s broader recalibration of PRC-relations… … has also led to growing political support in Europe for Taipei over the past two years

EU China strategy

• China a «systemic rival» (2019)

• EP resolution demanding a «more assertive, 
comprehensive and consistent EU-China 
strategy» (2021)

Autonomous instruments to address distortive
effects and protect integrity of EU single market, 
especially:

• 5G security, FDI screening, industrial subsidies
tool, anti-coercion, IPI-instrument

Connectivity and development cooperation

• Connectivity strategy, Global Gateway

Human rights

• EU sanctions in relation to Xinjiang (Dec 2020, 
March 2021)

• EP resolution (June 2022) on Xinjiang,  
condemning «continued repression» and warns
of «risk of genocide»

European 
Parliament

European 
Commission

• The most outspoken official institution in the EU advocating for expanding official
links with Taiwan:

− Taiwan report (Oct 2021, non-binding) sees a «full-scale» invasion possible 
by 2025, calls for a «comprehensive and enhanced partnership» and to
«urgently» deepen economic ties under a Bilateral Investment Agreement, 
and strongly advocates for TW’s «meaningful participation» in international 
organizations (e.g. WHO)

− Taiwan resolution (Sept 2022) further «strongly condemns» the PRC’s
military exercises after Pelosi’s visit, underlines that it’s «up to the people to
decide how they want to live», calls again for the EU to «enhance the
existing partnership with Taiwan»

• More regular official visits after Nov 2021, first official visit (July ’22: EP VP Nicola 
Beer met Tsai Ing-wen, Dec ’22: Marie-Pierre Vedrenne, French MP of the EP, …)

• The EU’s Indo-Pacific Strategy (2021) sees tensions in the TW Strait having a 
«direct impact on European security and prosperity»

• With other Foreign Ministers, J. Borrell signed the G7 statement condemning
Beijing’s response to Pelosi’s visit, calling the visit «normal and routine», and the
«PRC’s escalatory response» as «destabilizing»

• In the EP (Sept 13 2022), J. Borrell made clear that «the One China policy doesn’t
prevent the EU from persisting and intensifying cooperation with Taiwan»

Mostly driven by the EP, the EU is sending signals that it wants to raise stakes on Taiwan and the Indo-Pacific



Especially among EU member states in CEE, a trend towards more political support for Taiwan is visible
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Country Analysis of dynamics Impact and outlookCurrent relations with PRC

• Continued deterioration since 2013, 
among growing human rights
concerns and «unfulfilled promises» 
of trade

• Considers quitting ‘17+1’ framework

• Steady growth of relations with
Taipei, but gradual deterioration with
China due to unfulfilled promises and 
China’s perceived influence in region

• Opening of «Taiwanese Representative Office» (Nov 2021)
• China blocked bilateral exports and imports, added informal 

secondary sanctions (parts and products sourced in Lithuania)
• TW announced investments of $200m in Lithuanian industries, 

plus $1bn credit program for joint projects in semiconductor, 
biotech, satellites, finance and science (Jan 2021)

• EU provides EUR 130m support for firms affected (Apr 2022)

• Besides the direct sanctions, indirect 
political pressure on target country

• Continental together with the German-
Baltic Chamber of Commerce called to 
find a “constructive solution”

• Others, like the BDI, supported the WTO 
complaint filed by the EU (Apr 2022)

• Currently, official relations are held
only on the level of chargé d’affaires

• Withdrawal from ‘17+1’ cooperation
framework with China and other CEE 
countries (May 2021), calling it
«divisive» with «almost no benefits»

• Frayed relations – after closer ties
with TW were sought

• Focused on economic cooperation, 
no significant change as of recent

• Prague launches sister city partnership with Taipei (Dec 2019), 
then Shanghai cancels its partnership with Prague (Jan 2020)

• Mutual visits of Senate president M. Vystrcil with delegation
(Aug 2020) and TW FM Joseph Wu to Czech Senate (5 MOUs) 

• Senate resolution calling for TW participation in international 
bodies and expansion of bilateral ties (May 2022)

• Public opinion and media reporting 
further aggravates Sino-Czech relations

• President-elect Petr Pavel is the first 
European leader to speak to Tsai Ing-wen 
(January 2023), and is expected to 
intensify relations with Taipei

• Parliament resolution calling for TW participation in World Health 
Assembly, WHO‘s decision making body (May 2021)

• After TW delegation visits (Oct 2021), highest-level Slovak 
delegation since 2003 visits TW (9 trade/high-tech MOUs, Dec 2021)

• Slovakian MPs visit TW, meet Tsai Ing-wen (Jul 2022)

• Notable growth in bilateral economic 
relations, both trade and investments, with 
Slovakia 2nd largest recipient of TW 
investments in EU in 2021

• Relations with China expected to remain cold

• PM Janez Jansa in an interview praised TW‘s Covid-19 response
and hoped the countries could open mutual representative
offices (Jan 2022)

• Based on local sources, some Chinese 
partners are teminating business contracts 
and exiting agreed investments

• After HK‘s National Security Law, parliament adopts resolution
supporting TW‘s democracy and international role (Jul 2020)

• Similar demands by the Flamish parliament (Mar 2021)

• No notable Chinese response, hence no
impact detected

Lithuania

Czech Republic

Slovakia

Slovenia

Belgium

Growing attention for “TW issue” esp. in CEE countries in light of Russia-Ukraine war, but also in UK, Netherlands and Poland, the 
Baltics leaving ’17+1’ (now ’14 + 1’) – but overall all remain within own and EU’s One China Policy
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Japan’s new NSS identifies China as the key threat in the «most severe security environment since WWII»…    

26

Japan with a rapidly growing threat perception…

A key learning from Ukraine is that a similar situation in East-Asia cannot be ruled out, prompting Japan to prepare for a “worst-
case” – a military contingency that would draw Japan into a conflict

…with Taiwan playing a key role in Japan’s security considerations

“The possibilities cannot be precluded that serious situations 
shaking the foundation of the international order, such as Russia's 
aggression against Ukraine, may occur especially in East Asia in 
the future. In order to respond to this security environment, Japan 
will fundamentally reinforce its defense capabilities.”

– Japan National Security Strategy 2022

The new National Security Strategy (NSS) from 2022 concludes that:

1. Japan “in the midst of the most severe and complex security environment 
since the end of WWII” 

2. Must respond with a decisive upgrade its defense capabilities, avoiding 
Ukraine’s mistake of insufficiently deterring Russia

...and identifies three main challenges to JP’s security:

1. China: “the greatest strategic challenge in ensuring the peace and security 
of Japan” (vs. “a matter of concern” in last NSS from 2013)

2. North Korea: “imminent threat to Japan's national security” (vs. “grave 
threat to peace and stability” in NSS 2013)

3. Russia’s war in Ukraine: “breached the very foundation of the rules that 
shape the international order”

“The military background for Russia’s aggression against Ukraine 
was that Ukraine's defense capability against Russia was 
insufficient, thus failing to discourage and deter Russian 
aggression.”

– Japan National Defense Strategy 2022

…as it sees stability around TW as a matter of its own national security (across
all dimensions: economic, (geo)strategic, territorial integrity)…

…leading PM Kishida’s government to conclude in the new NSS that it must
"prepare for the worst-case scenario, including fundamental reinforcement 
of its defense capabilities.“

“…China has been intensifying its military activities in the sea and 
airspace surrounding Taiwan, including the launch of ballistic 
missiles into the waters around Japan. Regarding peace and 
stability across the Taiwan Strait, concerns are mounting rapidly 
…”

– Japan’s National Security Strategy 2022

Japan voicing growing concern about a Taiwan contingency…

“We will be fully prepared to respond to any possible scenario in 
East Asia to protect the lives and livelihoods of our people.”

– Japanese Prime Minister Fumio Kishida (Oct 2022)

“Taiwan is an extremely important partner for Japan, sharing 
the same fundamental values such as freedom and democracy. 
The stability of the situation surrounding Taiwan is also critical
for Japan’s security…”

– Japan Defense White Paper 2022



… prompting a fundamental shift in defense posture – arguably breaking with Japan’s pacifist constitution
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Japan’s new Basic Defense Policy: a new era in terms of defense investments, types of new capabilities and alliance cooperation 

Military budget increase and acquisition of 
counterstrike capabilities
• Kishida’s government nearly doubling defense 

spending to 2% of GDP over 5 years (moving 
Japan from 9th to 3rd place in defense 
spending worldwide)

• Adding long-range precision strike missiles, 
capable of hitting targets deep inside North 
Korean or Chinese territory, (e.g. US 
Tomahawk missiles) to JP’s weapons arsenal

Upgrading of Japan’s command-and-control
arrangements
• Tokyo has announced the creation of a 

«Permanent Joint Command» of the
country’s Self-Defense Force, improving
coordination between Army, Navy and Air 
Force, as well as with US forces in a major
contingency

Shifting military capabilities to Japan’s
Southwestern Islands
• Strengthening comprehensive defense 

architecture, upgrading airports, seaports and 
other facilities particularly in southwestern 
Japan

New response capabilities of the Japan-US 
Alliance to bolster joint deterrence of China

PM Kishida state visits shortly after publishing of new NSS:

JP’s new defense posture 1) ups deterrence vis-à-vis China, 2) strengthens anti-authoritarian alliance, 3) intensifies block-building

1 2 3Budget doubling and new capabilities to 
significantly upgrade Japan’s defense architecture 

Increased collaboration with ‘like-minded countries’ 
to strengthen the united front against autocracies

“The Alliance with the US is a key pillar 
of Japan’s security policy. The 
fundamental reinforcement of
Japan’s defense capabilities will also lead 
to a more effective employment of US 
capabilities and will further strengthen 
the deterrence and response 
capabilities of the Japan-US Alliance..”

– Japan National Defense Strategy 2022

“Japan will join together with its 
allies, like-minded countries and 
others to achieve a new balance in 
international relations, especially 
in the Indo-Pacific region”. 

– Japan NSS 2022

Key measures taken to strengthen the Japan-
US military alliance
• US Congress has required the establishment

of a new «US Joint Force HQ in the Indo-
Pacific», enhancing Japan-US wartime
command and control capabilities

• Japan allowing the US to deploy the newly
established 12th Marine Littoral Regiment 
in Okinawa by 2025

➢ Upgrades US forward-deployed
forces in Japan with advanced
intelligence, surveillance, and 
reconnaissance, anti-ship, and 
transportation capabilities

Two main objectives:
1. Increasing deterrence capability via diplomatic, 

economic, technological and intelligence means

2. Strengthening a “free and open international 
order based on the rule of law”



Domestic debate about new NSS: from «necessary step to ensure true pacifism» to «fundamentally flawed»
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The bolstering of national defense is generally supported by the Japanese public, although the NSS’ compatibility with Japan’s 
pacifist constitution, its funding via taxes and the extent of the budget increase are being closely scrutinized 

Kanehara Nobukatsu
Professor at the Faculty of Law at 
Doshisha University and former 
Assistant Chief Cabinet Secretary to 
Prime Minister Abe Shinzo

Proactive pacifism

• “Xi Jinping may well be thinking, “If not now, when?” 
The prospect of a Taiwan contingency is becoming 
increasingly real.”

• “[If] Beijing would launch a full-scale invasion. Japan 
would immediately become a front-line state in this 
war.”

• “If the United States intervenes, China will lose, but 
the question is how much damage Japan and Taiwan 
as front-line states will suffer in the meantime. The 
extent of the damage Japan suffers ultimately 
depends on how prepared for this contingency Japan 
is.”

• “The geopolitical environment in the Cold War, when 
the 1% of GDP defense spending cap was envisioned, 
is no longer relevant, and Japan’s defense strategy 
from that period is now outdated.”

• “Pacifism that does not allow for the protection of 
people is not true pacifism. Unless you are willing to 
say, “if you shoot, we will shoot back,” you will not 
deter, and won’t be able to protect your own people. 

Yasuo Fukuda
Former Prime Minister of Japan and 
MP and a retired member of the 
ruling Liberal Democratic Party (LDP)

Defuse tensions – be friendly

• “Today, politicians casually say that Japan should 
strengthen defense with China in mind, but this 
is frankly wrong. What Japan needs to do is to 
find a way to be friendly with other countries 
so that it never comes to a fight or a war.“

• “Can Japan win in a war against China? Nobody 
would say that we can. Some say the U.S. will 
help us, but there must be limitations. Japan-
U.S. relations are obviously important, but we 
must avoid a situation where we fight other 
countries because we have that alliance.“

• "Due to its history of being semi-colonized by 
foreign countries, China believes it could be 
encroached upon if it does not have a strong 
military, but China does not want to wage war 
against others.”

• “We must develop a deeper understanding of 
China’s intentions and boost efforts to defuse 
tensions with the big neighbor”

Masahiro Matsumura
Professor of International Politics and 
National Security at St. Andrew's 
University in Osaka

Japan needs a comprehensive strategy

• “Tokyo's failure to explain its intentions in pursuing 
such power and status is problematic. The 
government instead pretends that it will basically 
continue its longtime defense policy line so as to avoid 
having to answer questions over whether Japan is 
overstepping the boundaries set by its pacifist 
constitution.”

• “In failing to put forward a new state identity as a 
responsible military power … Tokyo assumes it will be 
able to continue to rely on the U.S. as the sole 
guarantor of its security. In this way, Tokyo fails to 
recognize the reality that U.S. hegemony is in 
decline…”

• “Japan needs a comprehensive strategy that 
integrates military, diplomatic, economic and other 
instruments of national power.”

• “It needs to conduct an independent macro 
geopolitical risk assessment on the challenges and 
opportunities it faces. The new NSS and related 
documents are light in this area…”
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Lee Teng-hui, KMT
(1988-2000*)

Chen Shui-bian, DPP
(2000-2008)

Ma Ying-jeou, KMT
(2008-2016)

Tsai Ing-wen, DPP
(2016-present)

Active cooperation and exchanges

• Stable relations based on «1992 
consensus» – agreeing there is only
one China

• Endorsed status quo with slogan
«no unification, no independence, 
no force»

• First TW president to meet a PRC 
head of state in Singapore in 2014 –
both met under resp. party identity

Overt pro-independence

• Pro-independence stance of 
“one country on each side”

• Emphasized Taiwanese identity 

• Launched referendum on 
Cross-Strait policy in 2004 
(invalid due to <50% turnout) 

• First president who openly 
declared Taiwan should seek 
independence

«Flexible diplomacy»

• Emphasis on TW’s separate 
identity, but no need for de 
jure independence

• Stressed TW’s status as a self-
governing state

• Held that there was a special
state-to-state relationship
between TW and the PRC

Firm in principle, but no overstepping

• Has not endorsed “1992 consensus” 
or the “One China” notion

• Emphasizes TW's self-governance 
and de facto independence

• Advocates maintaining the status 
quo (not part of PRC jurisdiction, 
maintaining democratic institutions)

• Promises “no provocation, no 
surprise” in TW’s China policy

Cross-Strait
approach

Implications
for Cross-

Strait
relations

• Accused of being “splittist”, 
as Beijing saw his position on 
“self-governance” as a first 
step to official independence

• 3rd TW Strait crisis 1995-
1996 stopped this dynamic

• But semi-official dialogues & 
exchanges halted in 1999

• Tense Cross-Strait relations

• PRC’s 2005 Anti-Secession Law as 
a response from PRC threatening 
to take military action should 
independence be declared

• Warming up between PRC and TW

• Restored and institutionalized semi-
official communication channels

• Brokered various successful 
agreements focusing on the economy 
and other practical areas

• Refusal to accept notion of «One 
China» raised tensions, with all official 
talks and exchanges with China halted
again by Xi government 

• PRC increasingly using its military and 
economic power to pressure TW

4 TW presidents since 1988, alternating between KMT and DPP, have shaped volatile Cross-Strait relations



The trend points toward separation, and has accelerated after the events in Hong Kong in 2019 – a watershed
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Sources: Taiwan Public Opinion Foundation

An increasing alienation from Beijing… … drives the desire for Taiwanese independence
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Deteriorating societal sentiment in Taiwan increases the risk of a more assertive position on TW’s independence by Beijing

• The number of Taiwanese identifying themselves with (only) Chinese has been 
shrinking gradually to around 3% today

• At the same time, a distinctly own Taiwanese national identity is emerging, even 
among immigrants who arrived in 1949 as a result of the civil war

• The 30% with a “dual identity” remain the driving force for peaceful 
development of Cross-Strait relations, and believe the possibility of eventual 
unification should not be completely ruled out

− But, the voice of this constituency is weakening, as have other advocates 
of “unification” – prompting Beijing to accelerate its own “unification” 
agenda after a key policy speech by Xi on Taiwan in early 2019 with lasting 
impact on the public opinion until today

• After Pelosi visit, the support for independence surged again to more than 
50%; support for “unification” dropped to 11%

• Since 2019, when Beijing changed the status quo in Hong Kong, support for 
independence has consistently remained above 40%

• This might have been further encouraged by a possibly false sense of 
security given the US’ “strategic ambiguity”; roughly 50% of people in TW are 
confident about US military support in case of a Chinese attack



Key party leaders with varying opinions on TW independence – all dealt as potential presidential candidates
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Kuomintang (KMT)

“I am anti-Taiwan independence. We [Taiwan 
and the PRC] must find common ground and 
respect one another's differences with the 1992 
consensus as foundation.”

-- Eric Chu, leader of the KMT

• Chu staunchly opposes TW independence, 
seeking instead peaceful development of 
relations with China based on “one China, with 
respective interpretations” 

• Under Chu, KMT seeks to position itself as “pro-
US” and friendly towards all “democratic allies”, 
and to rid itself of its “pro-China” image 

• Although a change of ruling party would certainly 
be welcomed in Beijing, the KMT under Eric Chu 
has become less China-friendly than under its 
last president (Ma Ying-Jeou) that ended in 2016

Democratic Progressive Party (DPP)

„I am without a doubt a politician who 
supports Taiwanese independence. I will 
never change this stance no matter what 
office I hold.“

-- William Lai, leader of the DPP

• Before joining current Tsai administration, 
William Lai openly voiced his support for 
TW independence and the drafting of a new 
constitution 

• Lai is committed to a strong US-TW 
partnership, emphasizing shared values of 
freedom, democracy and human rights

• A Lai presidency would further frustrate 
Beijing, despite Lai’s recent commitment to 
the “status quo” and the softening of his 
previously strong pro-independence posture

Taiwan People’s Party (TPP)

“Taiwan should retain its subjectivity. We can 
befriend Japan and the US, but we do not need 
to become hostile with China. TW can benefit 
from both sides and not be in a dilemma”

-- Ko Wen-je, leader of the TPP

• Ko has stressed that the TPP should stay out of 
the binary “pro-independence vs. pro-
unification” debate, instead staying both close 
the US and friendly to China

• Ko has voiced support for close relations to the 
US, as TW “cannot counter Beijing alone” in its 
position “sandwiched” between 2 superpowers

• Concurrently, Ko has always stressed importance 
of economic cooperation with China, making 
him a pragmatic and acceptable candidate for 
Beijing

Position on TW 
independence

Position 
vs. US

Expected
impact on 

Cross-Strait
relations

DPP: 61 / 113
KMT: 38 / 113
TPP: 5 / 113

The Legislative 
Yuan (2020 - 2024)

An election victory of William Lai in 2024 – as recent polls predict – would further aggravate tensions between Beijing and Taipei



Deep-dive #1: Presidential election polls indicate a fragmented KMT – positioning vis-à-vis PRC as the key issue

Recent polls suggest low popularity of KMT leader Eric Chu… …raising the question about other candidates capable of beating DPP’s Lai

Candidates will be selected in primaries this summer, but rallying voters behind one candididate to beat Lai will be a challenge

31%

30%

14%

William Lai

Ko Wen-je

Eric Chu

34%

25%

21%

Hou Yu-ih

Ko Wen-je

William Lai

Source: TVBS Poll Center (polls conducted between 9th - 16th January 2023, N=1255; each pairing
with 5 possible answers incl. 3 candidates + «support none of the options listed» + «still undecided»)

Hou Yu-ih (KMT)
• Key background: Mayor of New Taipei City (2018-present)
• Evaluation:

• Popular domestic politician, but little experience in 
national security topics and foreign affairs

• Not much is known about his position on cross-strait
issues and his stance on TW independence

• His popularity is expected to decrease should he 
officially launch a campaign, as he would need to clarify
his position on national issues, likely upsetting at least 
some current sympathizers

Terry Gou (formerly KMT, currently independent)
• Key background: Well-known billionaire, founder and former 

Chairman and CEO of Foxconn
• Evaluation:

• Runner-up in the KMT primaries for the presidential 
race in 2020 – has indicated he might run again

• Strong business-ties to mainland China due to Gou’s 
involvement with Foxconn

• Similarly pragmatic views on Cross-Strait issues as TPP’s 
Ko Wen-je (cf. s. 30)

In the Eric Chu nomination scenario, KMT with a low 14% of the vote…

…while alternative possible KMT nominees land ahead of William Lai…

…reflecting the high fragmentation and varied supporter base of the KMT. 

Other possible challengers of Mr Lai:

34%

25%

20%Ko Wen-je

William Lai

Terry Gou

Pairing #1:

Pairing #2:

Pairing #3:



Deep-dive #2: Local election results of 25-27th November 2022 have limited impact on presidential race in 2024

34

• Foreseeable election outcome from earlier polls ca. two

months ago

• Local elections are very much driven by personality and image

of candidate, local political election dynamic as well as local

political topics

• Cross-Strait relations were not a crucial election topic

• No direct impact on presidential election campaign, does not 

mean that DPP will lose presidential elections to KMT

− However, it is a strong defeat for Tsai Ing-wen personally

within the DPP because she picked many of the DPP 

candidates herself where there was no DPP incumbent, 

ignoring previously existing local nomination procedures

• Hence, it is very likely that the DPP will very soon announce

William Lai as their next official presidential candidate to show

unity

• Overall, KMT is still struggling to present a strong candidate

and is not necessarily optimistic for 2024 presidential race

• PRC welcomes election outcome – it can be expected that the

PRC will not take any relevant direct action against TW before

January 2024, 



Deep-dive #3: China remains key market, and other concerns supersede cross-strait anxieties

Cross-strait
relations & 
geopolitical

tensions

Key issues

• TW chambers are rarely openly vocal about 
negative business climate in China

• China remains the top business destination 
(OFDI +41.5%yoy in 2020, with 74% of all listed 
companies in TW having invested in China)

• CNFI hopes to establish a civil channel for cross-
strait economic and trade ties, especially for 
emerging industries

Exporting SMEs

• Demands govt support for supply chain shortening 
and regionalization of production, with a focus on 
key markets in North America, Europe and SEA

• Worried about TWs strong manufacturing position 
in newly regionalized supply chains (RCEP)

• In advanced sectors (AI, IoT, 5G), CFNI demands 
more govt support and cross-investment or 
industry standard sharing with like-minded 
countries to remain competitive

• CNFI demands a comprehensive external strategy 
for oil, natural gas, hydrogen, scrap steel, food, 
rare metals, and other resources to ensure supply 
chain resilience

• CNFI calls for an adjustment of domestic law to 
reduce discrepancy between domestic law and 
regulations of CPTPP

• Concerned about consumer boycotts in China
• U.S.-China trade war drives U.S. supply chain 

shifts (40%), with TW a beneficiary from tensions
• Chinese pressure on TW companies to not take a 

political stance (Far Eastern case) a concern, as list 
of “stubborn activists” not fully published

• U.S. sanctions of China supply chain: demand 
govt to help companies adjust

• China’s importance for TW business leaders 
down (from 90% to 60% in entrepreneur survey), 
but still ahead of U.S. (54%), JP (25%), VN (15%)

• While U.S. companies see TW exclusion from 
multilateral trade agreements as most pressing 
concern for TW competitiveness, TW business 
leaders see TW’s digital infrastructure as lagging

• Recognition of vaccines, reducing quarantines and 
normalizing the movement of people also crucial

• Concerned about energy shortage. TW’s target for 
clean energy in energy mix by 2025 is 20% (Coal: 
30%, Gas: 50%). By 2019 only at 5.6%: supply 
stability risk

• The industrial impact of energy transition is 
threatening, esp. after the TW public rejected the 
activation of a fourth nuclear power plant

• TW SMEs see the business environment in China 
deteriorate (higher labor costs, trade war, Covid) 
and are diversifying their supply chains away

• They demand more support in their ability to 
monitor and calibrate Chinese policies

• Call on trade organizations to keep their China 
presence to continue support for TW business

• Opposing too aggressive «anti-infiltration» or 
«anti-China agent» legislation

• Power supply bottleneck the major concern
• TW SMEs call on the TW government to evaluate 

rare earth resources or key minerals needed for 
semiconductors, electric vehicles, smart phones, 
catalysts etc. to reduce supply chain risks

• With the carbon tax taking shape (e.g EU), TW 
exporters are worried about the uncertainty this 
could create. Attention and political energy of 
“carbon legislation” is insufficient, and may 
hinder exports to developed economies in future

• Lack of understanding of Muslim culture in TW, a 
hindrance for entering these SEA markets. TW 
SMEs call on the government to provide support

• Call on the government to assist SMEs in 
developing e-commerce capabilities

Foreign and
Economic

policy

Taiwanese and foreign MNCsIndustry/Trade Chambers

Industrial competitiveness, energy supply sufficiency and U.S.-China trade dispute dominate 35



Deep-dive #4: strongly diverging positions on PRC, similar views on domestic economic urgencies

Cross-strait
relations

Foreign and
Economic

policy

Key issues

• Against the expansion of economic ties with China

• Pro purge of "Chinese infiltration" within TW

• Pro National security law that prohibits TW 
political parties or politicians from cooperating 
with the Mainland's agenda

• Strengthen security, political and economic ties 
with the U.S. and Japan

• Seek TIFA or other FTA negotiations between TW, 
Japan and the U.S. (fine with sensitive U.S. pork or 
JP agricultural and seafood products)

• Pro active engagement with the anti-PRC political 
forces in Europe and Asia

• Reduction of export dependence of TW economic 
structure and strengthening of domestic demand

• Focus on international tourists other than Chinese

• Development of defense and renewable energy

• Mercantilist approach for domestic manufacturing 
industry

• Prudent approach to cross-strait relations

• U.S. views on cross-strait relations are important
so that TW meets U.S. strategic expectations

• Advocates for close attention to changes in 
China's economic system, but calls on govt to 
respect the companies’ decisions with regards to 
the Chinese market

• Join as many multilateral trade organizations as 
possible, incl. bil. trade (both on services and 
goods) agreements with China, and strengthen 
free trade relations with other economies

• Foreign policy should serve the interests of TW 
businesses, rather than diplomatic purposes

• Reservations on politically oriented foreign 
investment incentives where conditions are not 
mature

• Highlights talent shortage and power bottlenecks

• Critical of industrial policy

• TW as a key link in a resilient global supply chain

• Secure the prospect of peace with the Mainland

• Respect U.S. interests in TW and in Asia, but 
without provoking Beijing

• Worries about anti-market economy or anti-
human rights practices on the Mainland

• Continue cross-strait negotiations in economic 
and trade areas, incl. FTA and investment 
protection, provided continued autonomy of TW

• Maintain rational contacts with the mainland to 
better protect TW businesses

• Economic ties with the U.S. and Japan are 
beneficial, but food hygiene and safety concerns

• Skeptical of the effectiveness and motivation of 
the New Southbound Policy (given Tsai’s strong 
political motives behind the policy)

• Critical of DPP govt's wind and solar energy 
orientation (energy deficit, picking winners)

• Reform work system for foreigners and use high-
level immigration to address talent shortage

• Highlights govt’s role in facilitating global supply
chain restructuring

Hard line pro-independence media (40% of the 
national paper readership, DPP affiliated, anti China, 

pro new Cold War regime) 

Pro business community weekly, the most influential 
political and economic magazine, tries to balance btw 

DPP/non-DPP camp. (strong agenda setter)

Major middle class paper in TW, pro KMT and pro-US. 
(25% in national paper readership)

Commonality is a shared concern for supply chain resilience (competitiveness, energy bottlenecks) 36



Agenda

1 A geostrategic conundrum taking center stage in world politics

Historic, political and economic context

Key factors influencing Cross-Strait stability
• Evolving Chinese position
• Evolving US position
• Evolving EU and EU member states’ positions
• Evolving Japanese position
• Taiwan domestic politics

Conclusions – not included in this partial version
• Outlook/scenarios 
• Drawing learnings from Western sanctions against Russia due to war in Ukraine?
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Write us at info@chinamacro.ch to obtain the full version 
of this deck as well as tailored briefings

mailto:info@chinamacro.ch


Our approach re «Taiwan issue»: from scenario development to a resilience action plan

39
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Iteration with client to discuss overall 
Taiwan “exposure profile” for alignment 

and to identify gaps

CMG consolidates inputs from 
client and builds an overall 
Taiwan “exposure profile”

CMG data request to client’s point-function (e.g. 
corporate strategy or Gov. Affairs) for distribution 

across relevant functions to gather information on 
role of Taiwan in business model, supply chain 

and from perspective of global functions

Refinement of “exposure profile” and 
preparation of a “Taiwan resilience” workshop 
including determining key functions to attend

Conduct workshop with cross-functional 
representatives by presenting CMG’s key 
scenarios and the client’s Taiwan “exposure 
profile”, key approach: capture different impacts 
on client’s operation for each of the scenarios 
and identify high-level mitigation actions

Write-up and consolidation of results, debriefing 
with point-function and prioritization of key 
impacts and/or mitigation actions, as well as 
deep-dive actions



Contact:
Markus Herrmann Chen | 陈瑞华
Co-Founder and Managing Director
mherrmann@chinamacro.ch

China Macro Group (CMG)

Subscribe at CMG to receive regular updates and follow us on LinkedIn

mailto:mherrmann@chinamacro.ch
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